
Bacco’s Wine + Cheese Shipping Rates

Please note that all shippers are anticipating delays for the holiday season. To ensure

proper arrival, please order with as much lead time as possible. We will do our best to

ensure products are shipped in a timely fashion but we are not liable for delays in

transit.

Local Delivery/Courier Rates:

- Local Delivery (Within 10 Blocks) $10

- Courier Delivery, Boston Area $25

- Courier Delivery, 10 Mile Radius $35

- Courier Delivery, 30 Mile Radius $65

FedEx Rates^^^*

- Northeast $35

- Rest of US (Excluding Alaska, Hawaii) - $65

^^^Rates can be negotiable based on distance, weight, and size of group

*We are currently able to ship Alcohol only to the following states/territories:

- Alaska

- Connecticut

- DC

- Florida

- Massachusetts

- New Hampshire



Bacco’s Wine & Cheese Shipping Policies

Since cheese and wine are perishable in nature, our policy is to ensure next day delivery on

shipments leaving our store, with same day courier delivery available as an option for addresses

within the Greater Boston Area.

To ensure product viability, it is Bacco’s policy to not ship on days where the temperature

exceeds 85 degrees or where the destination will be over 85 degrees upon delivery.

Below are our guidelines to ensure that you receive your package(s) in proper condition.

Overall Guidelines

● A contact phone number and email address is required for all deliveries.

● FedEx requires any package including alcohol to be signed for by an adult 21 years or

older.

● We can not guarantee the condition of a package that isn’t received on its original

delivery date.

● All delivered perishables should be immediately transferred to a fridge upon arrival to

prevent spoilage.

● No perishable or alcohol shipments on days above 85 degrees.

● No perishable or alcohol shipments to territories experiencing weather over 85 degrees.

● All perishable or alcohol shipments must be shipped the same day or overnight delivery.

● Upon request, perishable and alcohol can be shipped multi day though Bacco's Wine &

Cheese will no longer be liable for the condition of the product upon arrival.

● Bacco's Wine & Cheese is not liable for the condition of packages that are not accepted

on the original delivery date.

● If any additional packages must be shipped because the package was not received on the

original delivery date, Bacco's Wine & Cheese is not liable for the cost of any additional

shipping or product.

● During the warmer seasons we require that all event bookings be confirmed 15 business

days ahead of the event.

● Bacco's Wine & Cheese reserves the right to cancel any event shipments if we are

experiencing weather above 85 degrees or if the package is being shipped to a territory

experiencing weather over 85 degrees.


